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Network coding is a recent research topic in wireless networking. By combining multiple
packets in a single broadcast transmission, network coding can greatly improve the capac-
ity of multi-hop wireless networks. Packet mixing, when applied with traditional routing,
can only be performed at the junctions of the paths determined by the routing module. This
limits significantly the coding opportunities in the network. This paper presents a novel
MAC-layer mixing method, named BEND, which proactively seizes opportunities for cod-
ing. Without relying on fixed forwarders, BEND allows each node in the neighborhood to
be a potential coder and forwarder and coordinates their packet transmissions for higher
coding gain. By taking advantage of redundant copies of a packet in the neighborhood cod-
ing repository, the number of mixing points, and thus the coding opportunities, can be sig-
nificantly increased. This high coding gain is verified by our simulation studies.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Network coding is a relatively new research area in
communication networks. It enables data flows to ap-
proach the Shannon Capacity Limit individually by split-
ting and combining information at intermediate nodes in
the network [6]. Such operations on information flows
can be implemented as simple linear combinations over
some finite field. Two fundamental benefits of network
coding are greater throughput and higher robustness.
These in turn translate to energy efficiency and fault toler-
ance in multi-hop wireless networks. Current research on
network coding is transitioning from theoretical frame-
works to increasingly practical systems.

The way that network coding increases the throughput
of a multi-hop wireless network can be explained using a
simple example of a 5-node network (Fig. 1) [10]. Here,
nodes X;B, and O are within each other’s transmission
range; so are nodes Y ;A, and O. Suppose that node X has
. All rights reserved.
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a packet p1 for Y via O and node A has a packet p2 for B
via O. In a traditional non-coding approach (Fig. 1a), after
O’s reception of packets p1 and p2, it relays these packets
separately. Thus, a total of 4 transmissions are required.
In contrast, if network coding is used (Fig. 1b), after O’s
reception of p1 and p2, it transmits XOR combination
p1 � p2 in the wireless channel. Since node B (Y, respec-
tively) is within the transmission range of X (A, respec-
tively), it has also overheard p1 (p2, respectively). With
node B’s knowledge of p1 (Y’s knowledge of p2, respec-
tively), it can reconstruct p2 (p1, respectively) by applying
XOR � to the two receptions from X (A, respectively) and
O. Consequently, only 3 transmissions are needed for the
packet exchange. More generally, network coding can be
used in such scenarios as a path transporting two flows
in reverse directions (Fig. 2a) and combining multiple
packets (Fig. 2b).

In a previous wireless coding approach, COPE [10], pack-
et mixing can only be performed at the joint nodes of the
paths determined by the routing module, such as the focal
nodes in Figs. 1 and 2. This significantly limits the coding
opportunities in the network. Clearly, in order for network
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Fig. 2. More general coding scenarios: (a) chain; and (b) wheel.
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Fig. 1. Wireless network coding illustrated: (a) regular exchange; and (b)
coded exchange.
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coding to be useful in multi-hop wireless networks, there
should exist sufficient opportunities to mix traffic flows in
the network. Currently, this is achieved by concentrating
flows at certain nodes in the network. This could be imple-
mented via centralized coding-aware routing [12] or using
coding-aware metrics [14]. As a result, some nodes in the
network are favored by the routing module so that much
traffic is routed through them for more coding opportuni-
ties. However, these approaches can be problematic. First,
a network layer implementation of such a ‘‘traffic-sensitive”
routing protocol is unrealistic in multi-hop wireless net-
works since traffic flows change over time. Routing that de-
pends on the correlation of dynamic flows has been shown
impractical, even in the Internet where the traffic is much
more statistically stable over time [1,11]. Further, concen-
trated traffic inevitably overloads intermediate nodes in
the network. These overloaded forwarders can be a vulner-
able point because of higher risk of battery-energy deple-
tion and information leaks. Other problems of traffic
concentration include increased queuing delay and thus
end-to-end delay, danger of buffer overflow, and further
adversary effects to TCP flows. At the link layer, on one hand,
traffic concentrated within a neighborhood worsens chan-
nel contention in the area. On the other hand, if flows are
forced to go through a specific node, this overloaded node
is bound to drop packets which it is unable to handle. This
is especially problematic in multi-hop wireless networks
because dropping packets along a path means invalidating
the work performed by earlier forwarders and wasting the
network bandwidth already consumed. The benefit of being
able to scatter flows through multiple forwarders dynami-
cally at the link layer in a multi-hop wireless network is
called ‘‘diffusion gain” in the rest of the paper.

Indeed, traffic separation rather than concentration has
been a key approach to higher throughput in mesh net-
works. When flows are more evenly distributed in the net-
work, the interference among them is minimized and the
network capacity limit can be approached [7]. Hence, traf-
fic concentration in network coding conflicts the need of
traffic separation. Does traffic mixing for network coding
inevitably imply traffic concentration? Not really.

In this article, we present BEND, a MAC layer solution to
practical network coding in multi-hop wireless networks.
It is the first exploration of the broadcasting nature of
wireless channels to proactively capture more coding
opportunities. As a matter of fact, the result of a node’s
transmitting a packet is that all of its neighbors can poten-
tially receive it, and such redundancy of packets should
and can be utilized. In BEND, any node in the network
can code and forward a packet even when this node is
not the intended MAC receiver of the packet, if the node
believes that doing so it can lead the packet to its ultimate
destination. Essentially, BEND considers the union of the
contents of the interface queues of the nodes within a
neighborhood collectively, i.e. a ‘‘neighborhood coding
repository”, whereas traditional mixing methods, e.g.
COPE, only process ‘‘individual coding repositories” at sep-
arate nodes. Our experimental evaluation shows that BEND
creates significantly more coding opportunities in a dy-
namic and adaptive fashion with minimum assumptions
on the routing protocol compared to prior work. The con-
tributions of BEND are:

(1) It makes network coding practical by proactively
seizing such opportunities and by using them
intelligently.

(2) This is achieved without concentrating traffic flows
or overloading specific nodes. It exploits the broad-
casting nature of wireless channels by utilizing
redundant packet copies within the proximity of a
node. In this way, it achieves both diffusion gain
and coding gain, which are conflicting in the existing
solutions.

(3) It exploits another dimension of multi-user diversity
in wireless networks. Multi-user diversity has
proved to be effective in achieving higher aggregate
system performance in wireless communications.
Here in BEND, multi-user diversity is in the sense
of diversity of queue contents at different
forwarders.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review the basic idea of BEND to help readers with
the subsequent relatively involved details. We then high-
light the design objectives of BEND and the challenges in
Section 3. The design details are presented in Section 4.
The effectiveness of BEND is tested by the experiments in
Section 5. After digesting the details, the readers are
walked through a discussion in the context of some recent
related work on practical network coding and on explora-
tion of the broadcasting nature in multi-hop wireless net-
works in Section 6. We conclude this paper in Section 7 and
speculate on future research to further explore BEND.
2. Basic idea

The gist of BEND is to utilize overheard packets that are
otherwise discarded in conventional networking protocols.
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In a network supporting multiple flows, there are various
loci where two flows come close. Fig. 3 depicts an example
of such a local area of the network. In the figure, packet p1

goes from node X via A to Y, and another packet p2 goes
from node U via C to V. These routes are determined by
the routing protocol. In a multi-hop wireless network,
some other nodes, say B1; B2, and B3 can overhear the trans-
missions of p1 and p2. Traditional methods simply discard
these overheard packets to avoid duplication, thus missing
potential coding opportunities. Instead, BEND seizes the
coding opportunities by enabling any one of B1;B2, or B3

to forward p1 � p2. This is a novel idea for exploiting the
broadcasting nature of wireless channels. Once a packet,
such as p1 (p2, respectively) in this example, is transmitted,
it is in effect received by all neighbors of the transmitter,
i.e. nodes A;B1;B2 and B3 (nodes B1;B2;B3 and C, respec-
tively). Instead of wastefully discarding the overheard
packets, BEND stores them at the MAC layer and uses them
later. In this way, these nodes share a significantly richer
repository for coding by collectively snooping data com-
munications in the neighborhood. BEND coordinates the
coding and forwarding of the queued packets so that these
nodes make use of such a repository jointly. The benefit is
to enable many more coding opportunities in the neigh-
borhood, without forcing traffic flows through a fixed joint
node, as required by COPE.

To use an analogy, a packet experiences such a proac-
tive mixing of packets similar as the light photons experi-
ence the bending of a gravitational field. Here, the ‘‘gravity”
for a packet arises from the possibility of combining it with
other packets on potential forwarders en route. At each
moment, the queues of the forwarders are likely to contain
different packets due to the spatial diversity (e.g., for-
warder positions), and the temporal diversity (e.g., traffic
dynamics). Since a packet is likely to be stored at several
forwarders, it tends to be forwarded by the one at which
higher-gain coding (coded up with more packets) or any
coding can be achieved. Due to the dynamics of the packets
overheard and stored by nodes at different positions in the
network, such tendency can change on a per-packet and
per-hop basis. Therefore, a MAC-layer per-packet adapta-
tion shows great applicability and flexibility in seizing cod-
ing opportunities. Globally, a packet’s trajectory follows
only approximately the exact route specified by the routing
protocol. Each time a packet moves forward, it is transmit-
ted by a node ‘‘around” the route determined by the rout-
ing module. For example in Fig. 4, there is a flow between
nodes S and D and its route is determined by the routing
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Fig. 3. Neighborhood packet repository.
module as indicated by the thick light-colored line. Con-
sider three back-to-back packets, p1, p2 and p3. They can
take different trajectories as shown in the figure to be com-
bined with packets from other flows in the network in dif-
ferent times and at different mixing nodes. This flexible
and real-time adaptation offers high coding ratio and,
hence, throughput gain. We believe such per-packet and
per-hop decision-making is only feasible through a MAC
layer implementation.

3. BEND objectives and challenges

We design BEND with the following objectives:

� BEND is based on IEEE 802.11 MAC [8] and should be
easy to implement for practical use. Therefore, it should
follow the 802.11 CSMA/CA paradigm and achieve reli-
able delivery for each transmission.

� As a link-layer solution, BEND should work with a rout-
ing protocol instead of making routing decisions. Indeed,
choosing what type of routing protocol, proactive or not,
source routing or distance vector, flat or hierarchical,
position-based or energy-aware, is not necessarily only
a performance issue, and should be left to the network
operator. To that end, BEND should make minimum
assumptions about the routing protocol used.

In order to design such an efficient mixing protocol, we
must address the following challenges:

3.1. Maximizing coding chances

To promote coded transmissions for throughput gain, a
mechanism is needed to ensure that packets have a better
chance to be coded and transmitted by one forwarder than
to be transmitted non-coded. This must be handled with-
out starving any flows or nodes in the network.

3.2. Recognizing coding conditions

When a node has a packet to forward, it needs to know
whether coding it with other queued packet(s) may save
bandwidth; i.e. it needs to determine if the receivers can
decode the coded packets.

3.3. Duplication of packets

All nodes operate in the promiscuous mode for oppor-
tunistic forwarding. As a result, a packet will be overheard
and queued at multiple neighbors. There must be a mech-
anism to ensure that it is forwarded by only one of these
neighbors.
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3.4. Reliable link-layer broadcast

Since a coded packet is intended for multiple receivers,
an efficient and reliable link-layer broadcasting mecha-
nism is needed as a building block.

These challenges are addressed in the next section
where details of BEND are presented.

4. Design details

In this section, we present the main components in the
design of BEND. The basic operation of BEND is illustrated
by a simple example in Fig. 5 although BEND works under
much more general conditions. In Fig. 5a, node X has pack-
et p1 for node Y that is two hops away, and node U has
packet p2 for node V, also two hops away. The forwarders
determined by the routing protocol are nodes A and C,
respectively. We further assume that three other nodes,
B1;B2, and B3, are also within the range of nodes X;Y;U,
and V. When a packet, say p1 or p2, is handed from the net-
work layer down to the MAC layer, its header is enhanced
(Section 4.1 below) to include not only the address of the
next-hop node but also that of the following-hop node.
Such information can be obtained by querying the routing
module (Section 4.2). After node X’s packet p1 and node U’s
packet p2 are transmitted, p1 is received by nodes A (in-
tended forwarder), B1;B2;B3 and V, and p2 is received by
nodes B1;B2;B3;C (intended forwarder), and Y. For p1, it is
placed in the queues of nodes A;B1;B2, and B3 because they
are all neighbors of p1’s second-next-hop (node YÞ as indi-
cated by the packet header. Otherwise, it is buffered by
node V for future decoding. Similarly, p2 is queued at nodes
B1;B2;B3 and C, and buffered at node Y. Nodes B1;B2 and B3

can choose to transmit p1 � p2 if they determine that the
coded packets can be correctly decoded by their second-
next-hop neighbors (Section 4.3). All of the intermediate
nodes A;B1;B2 and B3 and C could forward the packet(s)
in their queues, coded or not. In order to expedite the pack-
et forwarding, coded packets are transmitted with a higher
priority, without starving uncoded packets (Section 4.4).
Assume that node B2 wins the channel and transmits
p1 � p2 (Fig. 5b). The second-next-hop nodes V and Y re-
ceive the XORed packets and are able to decode them using
the packets stored in their buffer. Then they immediately
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reply with an ACK in a ‘‘distributed bursty” fashion in the
order specified by the enhanced MAC header. Such a reli-
able link-layer broadcast mechanism (Section 4.5) also
helps to remove the packets queued at the intermediate
nodes to avoid packet duplication (Fig. 5c).

4.1. Header specification

BEND performs packet coding and tagging at a MAC
sender. It requires a modification to the DATA and ACK
headers of the existing 802.11 MAC Specifications [8].

In Fig. 6, we show the header fields modified or added
for BEND. The header of DATA frame may have a different
format depending on whether the payload is encoded. If
non-coded, in addition to the sender address (SA) and re-
ceiver address (RA), the header includes the IP address of
2nd-next-hop (described in Section 4.2 below). If encoded,
it has a list RA[] of receiver addresses, and corresponding
list packetID[] for all the encoded packets. Each RA is 6-byte
long. The packet ID is generated by creating a 4-byte hash
value out of the source’s IP address and the sequence num-
ber carried by the IP packet, as in COPE [10]. A 2-bit type
and a 4-bit sub_type field in the frame-control field specify
frame types, i.e., non-coded DATA, encoded DATA, ACK,
NACK or other 802.11 frame.

Each ACK or NACK contains an SA and the packet ID of
the original packet to acknowledge. Notice that BEND uses
SA in ACK instead of RA as in the 802.11 Specifications. The
reason for this is described in Section 4.5 below.

4.2. 2nd-next-hop en route

When a node requests help from its neighbors to for-
ward a packet, it finds the IP address of the 2nd-next-hop
(denoted by 2NH in the rest of the paper) along the path
to the destination. If the destination is at least two hops
away, it sets the 2nd-next-hop field in MAC header and
transmits this DATA frame. This tells the potential for-
warders where this packet should go next. The knowledge
of 2NH is provided by the routing module. If a source or
link-state routing is used, this is trivial. However, such
knowledge is not immediately available for distance-vec-
tor based routing protocols. 2NH information can be ob-
tained by minor modifications to distance-vector
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protocols. We simply add a ‘‘via” field to each distance vec-
tor in routing packets. That is, in the routing table broad-
cast to the neighbors, each entry destination is associated
with distance estimation plus the neighbor via which this
distance is established.

Upon receiving a DATA frame, only the nodes that are
neighbors of the 2NH specified in the frame header are al-
lowed to forward it. This guarantees that the packet prop-
agation is restricted within a ‘‘stripe” along the route
without flooding the network. When such a packet p1 is re-
ceived by a potential forwarder, it is passed up to the net-
work layer with the 2NH information. The network layer
fills in the next-hop field using the specified 2NH informa-
tion and sends it down to the queue. BEND then searches
the queue for mixing opportunities with other queued
packets.

4.3. Queuing and mixing strategy

At each intermediate node, multiple packets can be
mixed in a single transmission. For each pair of packets
p1 and p2 in the set of packets to be combined, they must
satisfy the following criteria:

(1) The next-hop receiver of p1 is p2’s previous for-
warder, or one of its neighbors.

(2) The next-hop receiver of p2 is p1’s previous for-
warder, or one of its neighbors.

The first condition ensures that the receiver of p1 has p2

in its buffer so that it can XOR p2 with the coded packet.
Likewise, the second condition ensures p2 can be obtained
by its corresponding receiver. These conditions are based
on the assumption that a node’s neighbors can receive its
packets with a reasonable success ratio. Such link delivery
ratio can be obtained by a network-layer routing metric,
such as ETX [5]. For example, in Fig. 5a, p1 and p2 are
queued at B1. Here, p1’s next-hop receiver is Y, which hap-
pens to be a neighbor of p2’s previous forwarder U. Simi-
larly, p2’s next hop is V, which is a neighbor of p1’s
previous forwarder X. Thus, when p1 and p2 are encoded,
to reconstruct p1 node Y can XOR the coded packet with
p2, which was overheard from U earlier. Node V performs
a similar operation to extract p2. The probability that both
Y and V can successfully decode the coded packet is a prod-
uct of the delivery ratios of link XV and link UY. Therefore,
as long as such decoding probability is higher than some
threshold, we consider that the mixing criteria are met.

To realize the above conditions, we need to maintain at
each node a 1-hop-neighbor and neighbor’s-neighbor lists.
These lists along with the link delivery information can be
easily constructed and updated based on the routing pack-
et exchanges with the above ‘‘via” extension.

Each node stores packets that are intended for itself
(with matching RA) and the packets that are overheard in
different FIFO queues, denoted by Q1 and Q2, respectively.
Those that satisfy the coding conditions are moved to a
queue, denoted as mixing-Q. The packet matching process
is as follows.

When a packet p1 is passed down from the network
layer, BEND searches the mixing-Q, Q1 and Q2 in this order
for coding partners. BEND tries to mix as many packets as
possible into a single coded transmission. The more pack-
ets are coded in one transmission, the higher the through-
put gain achieved. Thus, it always starts the search with
the mixing-Q. The condition of mixing more than two
packets is that any two packets should satisfy the above
pair-wise matching conditions. For example, suppose there
are already two packets, p2 and its coding partner p3, in the
mixing-Q. If pairs (p1, p2Þ and (p1; p3Þ further satisfy the
matching criteria, we store p1 in the mixing-Q along with
p2 and p3. They are grouped by a linked list. Otherwise, if
no other partnerships, i.e. groups of two or more codable
packets, can be found in the mixing-Q, BEND searches Q1

and Q2 in turn for 2-packet coding opportunities. It starts
from the head of the queue, and the first matching packet
will be removed and queued along with p1 at the tail of the
mixing-Q. If no matching can be found for p1, it will be
queued at the tail of Q1 if this node is the intended for-
warder, or Q2 otherwise. The packets will be kept in queue
for subsequent matching attempts until they are finally
transmitted. If a packet is still alone when scheduled, it will
be transmitted non-coded. Again, the forwarder will set its
2NH field so that other nodes down the path can code it.

It might be a concern that above matching mechanism
could be slow and costly. COPE assigns a virtual queue
for each next hop receiver. This speeds up the matching
process since it only needs to search packets at the head
of the queues. However, as shown by the mixing criteria,
whether packets can be coded together depends not only
on their next-hop receivers but on their previous forward-
ers. So for an implementation considering both matching
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cost and coding ratio, it needs to maintain a queue for each
combination of previous forwarder and next-hop receiver.
Although such virtual queuing scheme can accelerate the
mixing strategy execution, it imposes much larger demand
for memory space and more complicated queue manage-
ment, especially if this is to be implemented based on a
single consecutive address space of a piece of hardware.
With our implementation, the computation time is linear
to the length of the queue, but it is space efficient. These
two approaches are a trade-off between time and space
budget and can be balanced under different hardware
conditions.

4.4. Two-level prioritization

A packet and its copies could be queued up at different
nodes (either the intended forwarder or potential for-
warder helpers). The diversity among the forwarder nodes
provides the packet various options to be combined with
different numbers of and sets of packets, or not coded at
all. To maximize coding opportunities, BEND gives coded
transmissions higher priority in scheduling. This is
achieved at two levels: within a node and among a set of
contending nodes.

In a loaded network, end-to-end delay is dominated by
queuing delays at individual nodes. Since the coding
opportunity is transient, BEND is designed to seize these
opportunities effectively. In a forwarding node, the mix-
ing-Q is assigned a higher weight or priority than Q1 and
Q 2. The scheduler generates a random number uniformly
between 0 and 1. If the number is greater than WX and
the mixing-Q is not empty, the node retrieves the head
packet, dequeues the other packet in the group and com-
bines them in an encoded transmission. Otherwise, it
schedules a non-coded packet. With these tunable weights
WX , BEND gives encoded packets better chances for trans-
mission and yet does not starve the non-coded packets
without coding opportunities.

When the forwarder nodes contend with each other to
transmit their scheduled packets, BEND prioritizes them
by assigning them different back-off durations before med-
ium access based on the types of their packets. It is imple-
mented through an EDCF-like type-specific mechanism of
IEEE 802.11e [9]. The 802.11e EDCF regulates that, after a
node decides to send a type of packet, it must back off
for a fixed period (AIFS) and another time interval uni-
formly distributed between 0 and cw, where cw is a chang-
ing contention window size, to coordinate contending
nodes. Initially, cw is set to CWMin and is doubled every
time a transmission attempt fails until it reaches the spec-
ified CWMax. The smaller CWMin;CWMax and AIFS are, the
Table 1
Parameters for packet prioritization.

Type CWMin CWMax AIFS

Overheard non-coded 99 2047 7 � slot time + SIFS
Intended non-coded 63 1023 4 � slot time + SIFS
2-Packet coded 41 1023 3 � slot time + SIFS
3-Packet coded 23 63 2 � slot time + SIFS
x-Packet coded (x > 3) 9 63 2 � slot time + SIFS
higher priority given to the packet. As in Table 1, we assign
a higher access priority to transmissions that could achieve
higher coding gain. The prioritization is important in BEND
to achieve high throughput for two reasons. First, it coordi-
nates potential forwarders’ accesses to make best use of
the coding repository. The nodes with more efficient com-
bination can capture the media with higher possibilities.
Second, the proactive mixing and forwarding in BEND
may incur more medium access attempts in the area and
thus more intense contention. Transmission classification
and prioritization are necessary to effectively alleviate
such contention and reduce the number of collisions.

We use the specific priority settings as in Table 1 and
set WX to 0.2 in all our experiments. However, the priority
settings can be finer-tuned and determined by other
important factors, such as delay requirement of traffic, or
size and content of the queues. For example, if the histor-
ical statistics suggest no coding opportunities, the medium
access delay for the non-coded packets can be lowered for
better performance. The optimization of these parameters
and its impact in different scenarios is left to future
research.

When packets for mixing are scheduled, they are coded
by XOR and the result is encapsulated with a MAC header
for encoded frames (Fig. 6). The number of packets en-
coded is specified in the code_len field. Their packet IDs
and corresponding receiver addresses are also attached in
the fields PktId[] and RA[] in the header. Then, the for-
warder transmits this coded packet and waits for replies
from the receivers.

4.5. Decoding, acknowledgement and retransmission

When a coded packet arrives at a receiver, the receiver
checks whether its MAC address is in the RA[] list in the
header. If so, it uses the positions of the other receivers
to get the IDs of their packets from the PktId[] list. These
packets are retrieved from this receiver’s buffer and used
to extract the packet intended for this receiver. These
stored packets had either been forwarded or originated
by this node before, or they had been overheard by this
node when transmitted as non-coded over the medium.
Again, the mixing strategy of Section 4.3 ensures that this
node was in the neighborhood of the transmitters so it
can hear them with reasonable probabilities. All the pack-
ets for decoding are stored in an FIFO buffer. If all packets
for decoding are found, the node then decodes its non-
coded packet and proceeds to send an ACK. Otherwise, it
returns a NACK.

Since a coded packet is broadcast to multiple receivers,
the link layer is responsible for the reliability of the broad-
cast. The 802.11 Specification only includes an unacknowl-
edged, and thus unreliable, broadcast mechanism. Prior
work, e.g. COPE [10], resorts to an approximate reliability.
Here, we devise a reliable link-layer broadcast. In essence,
all receivers of a coded packet are polled by the sender in
the order specified in the RA[] field of the coded DATA
header. So, the receivers send their ACKs back-to-back to
the sender without collision.

In addition to reliable link transmission, another impor-
tant task of ACK is to avoid packet duplication. In BEND, an
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ACK is used to free all copies of the delivered packet at the
previous forwarders. To do that, the ACK contains the MAC
address of the ACK sender instead of the receiver as in the
regular 802.11 and the ID of the received non-coded data
packet. When a node receives the ACK, it searches for the
corresponding packet in the queue using packet ID in the
ACK frame. If the ACK’s sender (SA) is the next-hop node
of the data packet, which means that the packet has al-
ready been successfully received by its next-hop receiver,
this packet can be removed to avoid duplication.

The forwarder of the coded transmission will retransmit
the NACKed or non-responded (timeout) packets. For the
NACKed, it has to be retransmitted non-coded since it can-
not be decoded with current combination. If there are no
replies at all from any receivers, it is very likely that there
was a collision. Thus, it increases its back-off time based on
Table 1 and transmits the same coded packet again.

Once a packet is successfully decoded by an intermedi-
ate node, the node can either mix it with other packets in
the queue, if there are any coding opportunities, or forward
it as a plain packet to next-hop potential forwarders/mix-
ers. This cycle repeats until the packet is delivered to the
destination. Therefore, a packet could possibly be coded
several times on different intermediate nodes with other
packets from various flows. With such implementation,
BEND promotes network coding among the traffic in the
network.
5. Performance evaluation

We use ns-2, a packet-level simulator, as a basis to test
BEND’s performance in various scenarios and compare it
with IEEE 802.11 and COPE-Sim (an ns-2 implementation
of COPE), to find how effective they are in supporting mul-
tiple flows in multi-hop wireless networks. We measure
the aggregate throughput gain of BEND over COPE-Sim
and over 802.11, and investigate how this gain is achieved
through other measures and what can affect such a gain.

Our PHY layer model adopts BER (bit error rate) to
introduce random packet loss to simulate more realistic
operation conditions. Here, we use a BER of 2� 10�6 so
that, after an interface has received a packet, even if its
strength exceeded the reception threshold, it may still be
dropped with a probability. We fix the data rate at 1 Mbps,
the basic rate, without any rate adaptation, although any
other fixed data rate would not change the relative perfor-
mance among the protocols under test. With the two-ray
propagation model in ns-2, the transmission range in this
case is 250 m. The data flows in the network are all CBR
flows of 1000-byte datagrams and with an arrival interval
of 0.01 s and duration of 100 s. In general, in each tested
scenario, the combination of the flows saturates the net-
work to test the protocols’ maximum transportation capa-
bilities. The network uses DSDV to determine routes
between sources and destinations.

We test a set of scenarios with different characteristics
to investigate BEND relative to COPE-Sim and 802.11. We
start with a 3-tier scenario to test the coding capability
with multiple flow pairs. Next, we use a cross topology to
observe how BEND and COPE can seize the chances of
coding 3 or 4 packets in a single transmission. Then we
generalize to a 5�5 mesh topology with randomly de-
ployed flows to investigate the effect of hop length and
number of flows on these three protocols.

5.1. 3-tier topology

In a 3-tier network, tiers 1 and 3 each consist of 4 nodes,
and tier 2 may contain 1, 2, 3, or 4 nodes, referred to as 4–
1–4, 4–2–4, 4–3–4, 4–4–4 topologies, respectively. We set
the separation distance between tiers to 200 m so that
flows between tiers 1 and 3 must use tier-2 node(s) as for-
warders. The distance among nodes of the same tier is
small. In each of the four topology variants, we place 4
CBR flows randomly between tiers 1 and 3, two in the for-
ward (left-to-right) direction and two in the reverse (right-
to-left) direction. Since there are more routes between a
source and a destination when we increase the number
of tier-2 nodes, the chance that a forward flow and a re-
verse flow cross at a common forwarder decreases. On
the other hand, when more forwarders are available in
tier-2, this stage will become less of a bottleneck because,
if the flows are routed via different nodes of tier-2, these
forwarders collectively will have a better chance to capture
the wireless channel than the case when all flows must be
routed through a single forwarder as in 4–1–4. Hence, a
higher diffusion gain is achieved.

We first measure the aggregate throughput that sums
the number of packets arrived at the four UDP receiving
agents. The plot in Fig. 7a compares the throughputs of
BEND, COPE-Sim and 802.11 in the four topology variants.
As seen, 802.11 achieves a higher throughput when
increasing the number of tier-2 nodes thanks to the higher
diffusion gain due to more forwarders. For COPE-Sim,
when it enjoys higher diffusion gain introduced by addi-
tional tier-2 nodes, it loses its coding power due to load
scattering. BEND, however immediately utilizes the maxi-
mum benefit since adding the second forwarder. The
throughput gains of BEND and COPE-Sim over 802.11 are
plotted in Fig. 7b. Here, we define the throughput gain of
a protocol over 802.11 as the ratio of the throughput of
the protocol to that of 802.11 minus 1. For the 4–1–4
topology, where all flows go through the single tier-2 node,
both COPE-Sim and BEND can almost double the network
throughput by applying network coding at this forwarder.
In contrast, when there are at least 2 nodes in tier-2 to pro-
vide alternative paths, BEND (55–97%) offers nearly double
throughput gain over 802.11 compared to COPE-Sim (29–
51%). This consistently higher-gain of BEND is realized by
allowing tier-2 nodes to transmit more coded packets even
if the flows do not necessarily cross at a single node as in
the 4–1–4 configuration. To verify this, we record the cod-
ing ratio, the number of packets forwarded as coded to the
total number of packets forwarded by the tier-2 nodes, for
the four topology variants (7c). For COPE-Sim, the coding
ratio is lost by about two thirds (from 94% to 38%) as the
focal nodes vanish among the forwarders; but BEND man-
ages to lose just slightly over one third (from 94% to 57%).
Note that bars in 7 indicate that, among the repeated sim-
ulation runs, BEND has much smaller variances than COPE-
Sim and 802.11 in throughput and coding ratio. That is,
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BEND’s performance is not affected by the specific routes
determined by the routing module, while COPE-Sim and
802.11 are very sensitive to the level of flow concentration
caused by routing. With BEND, diffusion gain and coding
gain, which are otherwise conflicting factors, are unified
by its power of proactive packet mixing.

BEND solves the dilemma of coding-aware routing and
COPE which cannot simultaneously achieve coding gain
and diffusion gain. The idea of coding-aware routing is to
plan the routes a priori so that the traffic flows are concen-
trated on certain forwarders. Therefore, for all scenarios
coding-aware routing is expected to achieve the same
throughput as BEND achieves in 4–1–4 scenario. It is inter-
esting to note in 7a that the throughput achieved by BEND
in the scenarios of 4–x–4 (for x > 1) is more than 20% high-
er than 4–1–4. This means that diffusion gain also plays an
important role on throughput improvement atop coding
gain. However, the traditional fixed-path routing on which
the existing coding-aware routing is based cannot exploit
coding gain and diffusion gain simultaneously. COPE has
the same issue since it uses traditional routing protocols.
For COPE-Sim running in presence of multiple tier-2 nodes,
either concentrating flows at a particular node provides
the coding gain or scattering flows among the forwarders
provides the diffusion gain, but not both. For example,
we take a set of 200 pairs of simulation of 802.11 and
COPE-Sim over the 4–3–4 network, each pair records the
performance of 802.11 and COPE-Sim using the same
routes determined by DSDV. We sort them in the increas-
ing order of the numbers of coded transmissions of COPE-
Sim. Then we display them with the throughputs of 802.11,
COPE-Sim and BEND in Fig. 7d. Clearly, there is a negative
correlation of 802.11’s throughput and the number of
coded transmissions of COPE-Sim. To the left, where no
two reverse flows cross the same tier-2 node, 802.11
achieves its highest throughput but COPE cannot code a
single pair of packets. To the right, where all flows cross
through a common tier-2 node, 802.11 encounters severe
bottleneck effects but COPE-Sim can transmit most packets
coded. For BEND, the three tier-2 nodes work as an entity
by processing the neighborhood coding repository among
themselves, showing a persistently higher throughput gain
over COPE-Sim.

5.2. Cross topology

To investigate the capability of coding more than two
packets of BEND and COPE-Sim, we design a cross topology
of radius 150 m. As a result of the ns-2 settings, each
peripheral node has three neighbors (the center and two
other orthogonal peripheral nodes) and the center node
has four (the peripheral nodes). We place four CBR flows
originating from each of the peripheral nodes and termi-
nating at the opposite node. DSDV in this case can pre-
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scribe three paths for each flow. In such a configuration, up
to four packets can be coded in a single transmission of the
center node and up to two packets can be coded together
by a peripheral node.

Fig. 8a is the aggregate throughput of the flows sup-
ported by 802.11, COPE-Sim and BEND. Again, BEND
achieves about double throughput gain relative to 802.11
(56%) compared to COPE-Sim relative to 802.11 (30%), with
a much more stable performance.

We have also made the histogram of the number of 2-
packet codings, 3-packet codings, and 4-packet codings
for BEND and COPE-Sim (Fig. 8b). Apparently, the chance
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that COPE-Sim is able to code more than two packets is
very slim given that DSDV will often route more than three
flows through a same forwarder. Considering that the four
peripheral nodes can only code 2 packets during a single
forwarding, the coding of 3 or 4 packets indicates that
BEND is very effective in seizing coding opportunities. This
is achieved without introducing any artificial backlogging
or delay at forwarders although, apparently, holding pack-
ets or even pairs or triplets of coded packets in the queue
for a bit longer can further boost these numbers. However,
we choose not to use this to avoid any delay just for the
sake of coding.

5.3. Mesh topology

We further generalize to a 5� 5 mesh topology to test
the performance of BEND in supporting random flows in
larger networks. In the configuration, the grid distances
in the two orthogonal directions are set to 150 m. Thus, a
non-peripheral node has eight neighbors and a corner node
has three neighbors. The diameter of the network is four
hops. It is known that multi-hop flows take considerably
more network resources to transport the same amount of
data [7]. Our goal in this set of experiments is to study
BEND’s effectiveness with regard to COPE-Sim and 802.11
in supporting a varying number of flows with differing
lengths.

We individually test the cases of different flow lengths
originating from distinct nodes in the network. For the case
of transporting l-hop (l = 2,3, and 4) flows, we vary the
number of flows in the network among f = 8, 12, 16, and
20. Note that the combination of l = 4 and f = 20 is impossi-
ble given the network diameter of 4 and only 16 peripheral
nodes. We plot the throughput of BEND, COPE-Sim and
802.11 for a given hop length in a chart (Fig. 9a–c, respec-
tively). We notice that BEND consistently offers a higher
throughput gain than COPE-Sim. In addition, a general trend
is that when the number of flows increases, more coding
opportunities are found for both BEND and COPE-Sim.

We are also interested in, a larger network, how effec-
tive the reliable broadcast and duplication mechanisms
are. To measure this, we record the rate of duplicate pack-
ets received at UDP receivers for both protocols for each
hop length case averaged over all flow numbers tested.
As shown in Fig. 10, the duplication rate of BEND is mar-
ginally higher than that of COPE-Sim.
6. Discussion and related work

Traditional routing protocols’ obliviousness to the cod-
ing opportunities was noticed in [13,12,14]. Their solutions
focus on routing at the network layer. Such attempts are
usually referred to as coding-aware routing. The idea is
to compute routes for given flows in a network, taking net-
work coding gain into account, so that the expected total
number of transmissions needed to transport the flows is
minimized. This is of great importance in theory but the
distributed implementation can be rather involved. To
compute coding-efficient paths, each node needs to main-
tain global information of all the flows in the network. The
time granularities of traffic lifetime and route update per-
iod are usually discrepant. The calculated routes will typi-
cally be long dated before being applied to the flows used
for the route calculation. More so, due to the extremely
close coupling among these flows, any unilateral change
of route adopted by an intermediate node will invalidate
the purpose of the global routing metric, which is to reduce
the number of transmissions. Moreover, the coding-aware
routing approach is still based on traditional routing with a
single fixed path for each source-destination pair and the
redundancy of packets in the network cannot be utilized.

BEND aims at achieving a high coding ratio for each
stage of forwarding. It is not globally optimal, but it is flex-
ible, adaptive and practically effective. It only requires lo-
cal information and the implementation overhead is low.
Since it is a per-packet decision for coding, as opposed to
per-flow path adaptation, it is more responsive to the
dynamics of traffic. BEND also takes advantage of packet
redundancy in the network by opportunistic forwarding.
The coding chances are greatly improved with multiple po-
tential forwarders instead of one. Moreover, coding-aware
routing needs to consider not only the coding gain by com-
bining traffic flows but also their consequential interfer-
ence. These two forces have been difficult to balance
with traditional methods of fixed-path routing. By allow-
ing a set of nodes to process the neighborhood packet
repository collectively, BEND adapts to the flow dynamics
in the network. On one hand, it proactively mixes data
flows that would otherwise go through different nodes in
the neighborhood as specified by the routing module. On
the other hand, when a specific node happens to be a junc-
tion of multiple routes and becomes overloaded, BEND dif-
fuses flows in its neighborhood to alleviate the bottleneck
effect. These two aspects are unified under the same
framework of BEND. The idea of BEND resembles that of
ExOR [2] and MORE [3]. In ExOR, any neighbor en route
can forward an overheard data packet as long as it deter-
mines that such an opportunistic forwarding leads the
packet closer to its destination. Unlike ExOR, which prior-
itizes forwarders by their distances to the destination,
BEND favors those forwarders with a chance to transmit
coded packets. ExOR reduces the number of transmissions
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along the path by skipping some hops if by chance they are
received by a node closer to destination. MORE enhances
ExOR with network coding to further reduce the transmis-
sion redundancy in delivering a single flow from source to
destination, i.e. intra-flow coding. In contrast, BEND accom-
plishes efficient delivery by finding more inter-flow coding
opportunities in the network.

BEND requires no more routing information than what
a distance-vector protocol normally offers. In a multi-hop
wireless network, the discrepancy among the fragments
of routing information maintained at individual nodes of
the network can affect the coding decision of BEND to a de-
gree. As a result, there can be occasions where a coded
packet cannot be decoded at a receiver because the sender
mistakenly decided that decoding was possible using some
inconsistent routing information. Even with such mini-
mum requirement for the routing protocol used, BEND
can well tolerate such errors and achieve higher data trans-
portation capabilities as shown in the experiments. We be-
lieve that the performance of BEND can be further
improved if a link-state or a source routing protocol is used
where a much more consistent global routing map is
stored at each node. However, this is a significantly stron-
ger assumption about the routing module that will com-
promise the compatibility of BEND with routing protocols.

7. Conclusion and future work

Broadcasting can cause interference in multi-hop wire-
less networks, but it also brings the benefit of facilitating
network coding. When applied effectively, network coding
will significantly improve the network’s transportation
capabilities. The BEND protocol proposed in this paper
starts off with the goal of creating more network coding
opportunities with a low overhead. It averts the impasse
of possibly scarce coding opportunities as with COPE. The
key of BEND is to create more coding chances via proactive
traffic mixing by treating the packets queued at a neigh-
borhood of forwarders collectively as a distributed packet
repository. Our simulation studies indicate that, with min-
imum assumption on the routing module, BEND consis-
tently achieves higher throughput support than without
proactive traffic mixing as in COPE.

The current implementation of BEND makes use of
packet redundancy for the encoding aspect. That is, any
intermediate node in the neighborhood can encode and
forward packets. BEND can be further extended to use
packet redundancy for the decoding aspect. In this case,
after a node receives a coded packet, if it cannot decode
for the non-coded packet intended for it due to some ear-
lier transmission errors, any of its neighbors could decode
the packet alternatively and pass the non-coded packet
further on to the next hop. One difficulty in realizing this
for a distance-vector routing protocol is that this may
necessitate the acquisition of the ‘‘third-next-hop neigh-
bor” information and including it in the packet header. If
a link-state or source routing protocol was adopted in-
stead, this would be a relatively easy extension but would
impose a stronger assumption on the routing information.
It is also possible to further increase the coding ratio of
BEND by introducing more sophisticated delay and sched-
uling in packets as in [4,15]. This can be another avenue to
fine-tune BEND. In this paper, we focus on the throughput
performance of UDP flows. It will be interesting to study
BEND’s capabilities in improving TCP performance. To do
that, a packet re-ordering agent needs to be added over
BEND so that packets are ordered first before they are
passed to the upper-layer TCP receiver to avoid unneces-
sary TCP congestion backoff. This is a solution employed
by ExOR and COPE. In fact, the coordination with TCP in it-
self is a challenging and important problem for opportunis-
tic routing protocols in multi-hop wireless networks.
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